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Wine Name Barolo Docg Gianni Gagliardo

Vintage 2017

General Information

Company Legal Name Gianni Gagliardo Srl

Brand Name Poderi Gianni Gagliardo

Brand History

Poderi Gianni Gagliardo are rooted in the history of a traditional farming family that has always cultivated 

vineyards in high vocation areas in Piedmont. Since 1847 the Colla family has moved from Santo Stefano Belbo, 

a suited area for Moscato grapes, to Diano d'Alba, which has always been renowned for its Dolcetto grapes, and 

�nally to La Morra, in the Barolo area. It was Paolo Colla, who reached his dream of producing Barolo by 

buying a small farmhouse with vineyard and starting to make wine with the care and attention that only the 

passion and respect for the territory can give. The bottling of wines begins just before 1974, when Gianni 

Gagliardo, his son-in-law, joined the company. The original vineyard was therefore composed of a single plot, 

the one below the house, in Serra dei Turchi. 

Today the plots dedicated to Barolo are 10. They are divided into 5 municipalities and fall under the MeGA 

Lazzarito, with o�cial recognition of the toponym Vigna "Preve", Castelletto, Monvigliero, Mosconi, Fossati, 

Bricco San Pietro, Santa Maria, and of course the original Serra dei Turchi. 

Another 5 vineyards, mainly in the nearby area of Roero, are dedicated to other varieties. 

The cellar has been developed underground, just below the original farmhouse. In this way optimal technical 

characteristics are guaranteed, including the exploitation of gravity and constant temperatures with low 

energy consumption. Moreover, its underground development respects the precious landscape of the vineyards 

of the Langhe, which since 2014 are UNESCO World Heritage. 

 The company produces 13 wines, of which 11 are red and 2 white, one of which however deserves a special 

mention, our Langhe Favorita "Fallegro" has reached the ��th vintage with the 2018 harvest. Of the 11 reds, 8 are 

based of Nebbiolo grapes, a vine that besides being the most noble of our territory, it is by far the favorite 

variety of the Gagliardo family. 

The family, now composed of the founder Gianni, and the three sons Stefano, Alberto and Paolo, is at the center 

of the project. The artisanal approach, with great attention to the environment, to sustainability in general, 

and a great attention to detail in every single phase, are fundamental pillars of the current production 

approach. In order to operate in this way, the number of bottles is necessarily limited. 

The concept of excellence also includes the hospitality and service to people who decide to spend their time to 

taste the products of Poderi Gianni Gagliardo and visit the cellar. This is taken care of personally by the 

youngest son, Paolo, who is always present at the winery to welcome visitors who are curious and attentive. 
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Winemaker Name Daniele Benevello

Key Wine Facts

Type/Tipologia (Red, White, Rose, 

Sparkling, etc.)

Red Wine

Grape varietal(s) 100% nebbiolo 

Alcohol % on Laboratory Analysis 14.11

Alcohol % on Label 14.5

Residual Sugar 0.5 g /l

Acidity % 5.68 g /l

Vineyard

Province (Abuzzo, Basilicata, Marche, 

Piemonte, etc.)

Piemonte

Zone or Appellation Barolo Docg

Single Vineyard or Commune? Commune

Harvest & Winegrowing

Harvest method By hand

Is the wine Organic? No

Harvest Date/Vendemmia October 2017
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Winemaking

How did you sort the fruit? Manually or 

with vibrating table? Please describe.

manually

Did you crush and destem, or did you use 

the stems?

we, we crush and destem

Type of yeast used?  Commercial or 

indigenous?

indigenous

Malolactic Fermentation? Yes

If malolactic, what percentage? 100%

Fermentation temperature 25-30°

If wood, what is the barrel size, age & 

type of oak?

big oak casks/barriques

Is the wine Vegan? No

Aging time in stainless tank or wood, etc. 28 months oak

Additional aging time in bottle 1 year

Aging Potential up to 25 years

Tasting Notes

Describe the wine's COLOR garnet red

Describe the wine's AROMA Cherries and sour cherries, violets and cloves. Dry and dynamic. A 

very soft and silky red with plum and light cedar character. Hints 

of licorice and tar. Medium to full body and a beautiful �nish. 

Very approachable indeed. Food Pairing: Stewed or braised beef, 

Game, Aged Cheeses, preparations including mushrooms or 

tru�es 

Packaging and Packing
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Type of bottle closure Cork

Bottle type and color (Burgundy,

Bordeaux, Renning, etc.)

burgundy

Weight per FULL bottle in LBS (bottle + 

wine)

34

Weight per Case 44

Bottles per Case 6 pack (over 8.00 Euro Ex-Cellar per bottle / oltre 8,00 Euro franco

cantina a bottiglia)

Select Cases / Pallet Con guration �-Pack: 60 cases / pallet

Bottle Dimensions

Width Height

Dimensions in INCHES 3.15 11.82

Case Dimensions

Length Width Height

Dimensions in INCHES 13.38 3.95 3.95

UPC Code

COLA #

Bottling Date 10/08/2020

Total Quantity Produced (bottles) 16000
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21298001000136 - confirmed 11-22-2021

8017048006507 confirmed 11-22-2021


